Background {#Sec1}
==========

Ground-level ozone, a criteria pollutant regulated by the US Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA), is a potent airway irritant and well-known determinant of adverse health outcomes, including respiratory morbidity and mortality \[[@CR1]\]. Increasing evidence suggests that intrinsic factors (e.g. age, sex, genetics), extrinsic factors (e.g. low socioeconomic status), and differential exposure among populations may potentiate susceptibility to the health effects of ambient ozone \[[@CR2]\]. However, questions remain as to the degree of influence these factors exert on ozone-related health effects \[[@CR3]\].

Intrinsically, children are considered more vulnerable than adults to the health effects of ozone due to their higher ventilation rates, a developing respiratory system, and time activity patterns that generally increase their exposures to ambient ozone. Concomitantly, physiological differences in airway structure and function cause greater doses of pollutants to be delivered into airways and predispose children to airway inflammation and obstruction \[[@CR4]--[@CR6]\]. Extrinsically, low socioeconomic status (SES) may exacerbate vulnerabilities among children through greater exposure to indoor and outdoor air pollutants, greater psychosocial stress associated with their home or neighborhood environments, and reduced access to vital resources including nutritious food and adequate health care \[[@CR7]--[@CR9]\]. However, findings to date have not conclusively identified SES as a modifier of ozone-related respiratory disease \[[@CR2], [@CR3]\]. Results from studies investigating modification of acute air pollution-health risk by neighborhood socioeconomic environments have been particularly inconsistent, reporting weak or contradictory results \[[@CR10]--[@CR27]\]. Among these studies, conclusions about effect modification by neighborhood SES differed depending on indicator choice within in the same study, \[[@CR11], [@CR15], [@CR24], [@CR25], [@CR27]\] and differed between study locations even when the same neighborhood SES indicators were used \[[@CR10], [@CR11], [@CR15], [@CR26]\]. These observed incongruences call into question whether findings from individual studies, often conducted in single cities or communities, can be generalized.

Previous findings from our research team in Atlanta identified robust associations between ground level ozone and pediatric respiratory health outcomes \[[@CR27]--[@CR33]\]. Analyses examining effect modification of ozone-related pediatric asthma ED visits by neighborhood-level SES suggested non-linear patterns of effect modification by neighborhood SES in Atlanta; for example, in some analyses we observed stronger associations between ozone and pediatric asthma ED visits in the highest and lowest SES strata and weaker associations in middle SES strata \[[@CR27]\]. This pattern of effect modification could be partially responsible for the null and unanticipated patterns observed in previous studies. We also found that patterns of effect modification differed depending on our choice of SES indicator and choice of stratification criteria (e.g. median values versus quartile values). However, the generalizability of these findings to other study areas or other respiratory health outcomes has not been established.

Several studies have utilized Bayesian hierarchical models to explore associations between air pollution and adverse health outcomes across multiple study locations, in a computationally efficient manner \[[@CR34]--[@CR38]\]. Furthermore, analyzing multicity data using Bayesian hierarchical models allows for assessment of factors that may help to explain between-location heterogeneity and ultimately ascertain population-level vulnerability factors \[[@CR34], [@CR35]\]. Here, we use a two-stage Bayesian hierarchal approach to examine effect modification of ozone-related pediatric respiratory disease by categorical and continuous measures of neighborhood SES in three diverse cities (Atlanta, Dallas, and St. Louis). By applying a consistent analytic approach we assess the generalizability of associations between ozone and pediatric respiratory disease across study areas and evaluate whether patterns of effect modification differ by city.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

Emergency department visit data {#Sec3}
-------------------------------

Multi-year ED visit data were collected from three diverse study locations, which included the metropolitan areas of Atlanta, Dallas, and St. Louis. These data have been used previously in air pollution health effects investigations \[[@CR18], [@CR33], [@CR39], [@CR40]\]. For the current analysis, daily ED visit data were available for 2002--2008 from 41 hospitals in 20-county Atlanta; data through 2004 were collected from individual hospitals directly while 2005--2008 data were collected through the Georgia Hospital Association. Daily ED data were available for 2006--2008 from the Dallas-Fort Worth Hospital Council Foundation for 36 hospitals in the 12-county Dallas metro area. In St. Louis, daily ED data were available for 2002--2007 from the Missouri Hospital Association for 36 hospitals in the 16-county metro area. Daily ED visits for respiratory outcomes (upper respiratory infections, bronchiolitis, pneumonia, asthma, and wheeze) were identified using primary International Classification of Diseases, 9th Revision (ICD-9) codes 460--486, 493, 786.07. We restricted our analyses to the pediatric population (5--18 years old) and to patients with a residential ZIP code located wholly or partially in 20-county Atlanta (232 ZIP codes), 12-county Dallas (271 ZIP codes), or 16-county St. Louis (264 ZIP codes). The Emory University Institutional Review Board approved this study and granted exemption from informed consent requirements.

To create spatial scales compatible with air quality and census-based data, each ZIP code in the ED visit database was assigned to a 2010 Zip Code Tabulation Area (ZCTA, Census Bureau boundaries, created from census blocks to approximate ZIP codes). Assignments were accomplished by matching each ZIP code to a 2010 ZCTA based on 5-digit Census ID numbers. ZIP code change reports helped facilitate ZCTA assignments for ZIP codes that were altered or eliminated during the study period. ZCTAs that were classified as businesses or university campuses were excluded from the study. The resulting study areas included 191 ZCTAs in Atlanta, 253 ZCTAs in Dallas, and 256 ZCTAs in St. Louis.

Neighborhood-level socioeconomic data {#Sec4}
-------------------------------------

Estimates of ZCTA-level socioeconomic status (SES) were obtained from the 2000 US Census long form and the American Community Survey (ACS) 5-year (2007--2011) summary file, all normalized to 2010 ZCTA borders ("The Time-Series Research Package", GeoLytics, Inc., East Brunswick, NJ, 2013). In our analyses, ZCTA boundaries were used to represent neighborhoods of patient residence and yearly values of neighborhood-level (i.e. ZCTA-level) SES were estimated by linear interpolation of Census 2000 and ACS 2007--2011 values. We then averaged the yearly values across the study periods of each city (2002--2008 in Atlanta; 2006--2008 in Dallas, and 2002--2007 in St. Louis) to estimate a mean SES value for each neighborhood. To represent neighborhood-level SES, we chose percentage (%) of the population (≥25 years old) with less than a 12th grade education (% \< 12th grade), % of households living below the poverty line (% below poverty), and the Neighborhood Deprivation Index (NDI), a composite index comprised of 8 single indicators of SES (i.e. % household low income (\<\$30,000), % males not in management, % \<12th grade, % of households living below the poverty line, % female headed households, % living in crowding, % households on public assistance, and % unemployed civilian population) that were summarized using principle components analysis \[[@CR41]\]. To enable comparison of results across different SES indicators analyses were performed for all indicators of neighborhood SES used in this study (% \< 12th grade education, % below poverty, NDI).

Ambient ozone concentration data {#Sec5}
--------------------------------

Our study used daily estimates of ambient 8-h maximum ozone for each ZCTA in Atlanta, Dallas, and St. Louis. Daily concentrations of ambient 8-h maximum ozone were estimated by combining observational data from network monitors in each city with pollutant concentration simulations from an emissions-based chemical transport model, the Community Multi-Scale Air Quality version 4.5 (CMAQ) model at 12×12 km grids over Atlanta, Dallas, and St. Louis \[[@CR42]\]. Ozone concentrations were estimated for each ZCTA by determining the fraction of a ZCTA's area within each 12×12 km grid cell and area-weighting the observation-simulation data fusion estimates to get the ZCTA-specific value. Although a 12×12 km grid is a relatively large area to assess exposure to air pollutants, ozone is a spatially homogenous secondary pollutant and concentrations are unlikely to vary substantially over the 12×12km grids used in each city. We specifically chose ambient ozone and our exposure modeling approach to minimize the potential for exposure measurement error in each city. Daily meteorological data were obtained from National Climatic Data Centers at Atlanta Hartsfield International Airport, Dallas/Ft. Worth International Airport, and St. Louis Lambert International Airport.

Statistical analyses {#Sec6}
--------------------

We applied a two-stage modeling approach to estimate associations between daily ZCTA-specific ozone concentrations and pediatric respiratory ED visits, as well as to evaluate effect modification by neighborhood SES across multiple locations. In the first stage (Stage 1), associations between 3-day moving average (lag days 0--2) ZCTA-specific ozone concentrations and pediatric respiratory disease were estimated for every ZCTA in Atlanta, Dallas, and St. Louis in time-stratified case-crossover analyses using conditional logistic regression, matching on year, month, and day of the week of the ED visit. We chose a 3-day moving average of ozone as our a priori lag structure based on previous work \[[@CR27], [@CR28], [@CR43]\]. We included additional control for time-varying factors: indicator variables for season (4-levels), periods of hospital participation and holidays; cubic polynomials for 3-day moving average (lags 0--2) maximum temperature and mean dew point; interaction terms between season and maximum temperature; and a cubic spline on day of year (5° of freedom) to control smoothly for recurrent within-window seasonal trends. The general structure of each Stage 1, ZCTA-specific model was:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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where, Y~kt~ indicates whether person k had the event at time t (1 = event; 0 = no event) and t indexes the event and control days. V~k~ denotes the indicator variables that distinguish the case--control sets for the various individuals, x is the total number of case--control sets, and ζ~k~ denotes parameters specific to the case--control sets (which are not estimated in conditional logistic regression). We defined ozone~tz~, as the ozone exposure for subject k at time t in ZCTA z. Other model covariates included indicator variables for season (4-levels), day of week and holidays (DOW), and indicator variables (hosp_period) for periods of hospital participation during the study period. By design, the case-crossover approach controls for individual time-invariant confounders since case and control days are compared for the same person. We also note that the above model assumes (1) pediatric respiratory disease ED visits for different individuals are independent, conditional on the variables in the model, (2) all confounder effects are ZCTA-specific, and (3) a linear association between ambient ozone concentrations and the log odds of a pediatric respiratory disease ED visit. Using Eq. 1 (Stage 1), we estimated the log odds ratio, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ {\widehat{V}}_Z $$\end{document}$. Stage 1 models with fewer than 50 total ED visits per ZCTA during the study period did not converge; therefore, these ZCTAs were excluded from the second stage (Stage 2) of our modeling approach.

In Stage 2, we fit two-level Bayesian hierarchical models via the R package 'TLnise' with noninformative priors \[[@CR44]\]. Similar to a meta-regression analysis, ZCTA-specific effect estimates (log odds ratios, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ {\widehat{\beta}}_Z, $$\end{document}$) were combined to generate city-specific estimates of the short-term association between ozone and pediatric respiratory ED visits, accounting for (1) uncertainty associated with each ZCTA-specific log odds ratio as measured by its asymptotic standard error, and (2) between-ZCTA variability of the true unobserved ZCTA-specific log odds ratio \[[@CR35], [@CR45], [@CR46]\]. Specifically, we fit the following Bayesian hierarchical model in Stage 2 analyses:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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where,

θ~z~ = the unobserved true log odds ratio in each ZCTA

X~zj~ = ZCTA-specific values of ZCTA-level covariates (j) in ZCTA z

α~0~ = the average log odds ratio for ZCTAs

ϒ~j~ = the change in the log odds ratio for a change in X~zj~

τ^2^ = heterogeneity variance across ZCTAs of the unobserved log odds ratio, θ~z~, unexplained by ZCTA-level characteristics, X~zj~. τ reflects the standard deviation and is the parameter we used to assess whether ZCTA-level characteristics explained heterogeneity in the effect of ozone on pediatric respiratory disease across ZCTAs. Modeling assumptions of the Bayesian Hierarchical meta-regression include: (1) ZCTA-specific coefficients are independent and normally distributed with a common heterogeneity variance; and (2) the effect of ZCTA-level covariates on ozone-related respiratory disease is the same for each city (when pooling data from all three cities).

To estimate overall associations between ozone and pediatric respiratory disease, we used Eq. 2 to fit 'combined' meta-regressions which pooled data from all three cities (535 ZCTAs) and included indicator variables for each city, represented by X~zj~ in Eq. 2 \[i.e. X~(535\ x\ 3)~ = (X~Atlanta(z)~, X~Dallas(z),~ X~St.\ Louis(z)~\]. When estimating overall associations for each city, we do not include an intercept in the modeling equation. This fitted model is equivalent to one with an intercept and indicator variables for two cities. In secondary analyses, we used Eq. 2 to fit "city-specific" meta-regressions which pooled ZCTA-specific data from each city individually (179 ZCTAs in Atlanta; 205 ZCTAs in Dallas; and 151 ZCTAs in St. Louis).

To examine modification of ozone-related respiratory disease by neighborhood SES, we further included X~zj~ covariates in Eq. 2 that characterized ZCTAs with respect to their SES. In these analyses, ZCTAs of extremely low SES were identified using the following SES indicators: 'undereducated area (yes/no)' \[≥25% of the population aged at least 25 years with \<12th grade education; 'poverty area status (yes/no)' (≥20% of households living below the federal poverty line); and 'above the 90th percentile of the NDI (yes/no)'. We also characterized ZCTAs by continuous values of SES and examined linear and non-linear effect modification through linear, quadratic, and cubic functions of neighborhood SES (indicated by continuous values of % \<12th grade education, % below poverty, and the NDI).

For our main effect modification analyses we fit 'combined' meta-regressions with the assumption that the effect of neighborhood SES on ozone-related respiratory disease is the same for each city. In combined models, X~zj~ covariates included an intercept, two indicators for city of residence (Dallas and St. Louis), and categorical or continuous ZCTA-level SES. For example, the X~zj~ matrix from a combined meta-regression examining effect modification by linear % below poverty was X~(535\ x\ 4)~ = (1, X~Dallas(z),~ X~St.\ Louis(z)~, X~%poverty(z)~), where '1' is the intercept and represents a ZCTA in Atlanta with 0% poverty. Consequently, all associations reported from combined models are interpreted as a summary estimate of effect modification by neighborhood SES based on data from three cities. To demonstrate the methods we used to fit the combined meta-regression, we have included an R code and example dataset as Additional files [2](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"} and [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"} (example data are not real but are similar in magnitude and structure to the output from the case-crossover analyses in Stage 1). In secondary analyses we assessed deviation from our assumption that the effect of neighborhood SES on ozone-related respiratory disease is the same for each city by fitting separate, 'city-specific' meta-regressions, which pooled ZCTA-specific data from each city individually. In doing so, the effect of neighborhood SES on ozone-related respiratory disease was estimated separately for each city.

All associations between ozone and pediatric respiratory disease are reported as odds ratios (OR) and 95% posterior intervals (PI) scaled to a 25 ppb increase in ozone. Model parameter estimates were considered significant if the absolute value of the estimate divided by its posterior standard error was greater than 1.96 (analogous to a Z-score). All analyses were performed using SAS 9.4 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC) and R version 3.2.2 (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria).

Graphical representation of data {#Sec7}
--------------------------------

To compliment our main analyses, we plotted ZCTA-specific ORs in figures and spatial maps. ZCTA-specific ORs were estimated by linear combination of X~zj~ model coefficients and are interpreted as the estimated "mean" OR for each ZCTA. Estimated mean ZCTA-specific ORs were plotted onto spatial maps to help identify other variables that may be spatially correlated with ZCTA-level SES. It is possible that other variables may explain apparent effect modification by ZCTA-level SES and the mapping exercise was used to help generate hypotheses regarding potential confounders. Spatial maps were generated in ArcGIS® version 10.4.1 (Environmental Systems Research Institute, Redlands, CA, USA, 2015).

Results {#Sec8}
=======

Three cities characterization {#Sec9}
-----------------------------

The three study sites assessed in this analysis are large, urban cities located in three distinct US regions: the Southeast (Atlanta), Southwest (Dallas), and Midwest (St. Louis). Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} presents descriptive statistics for each study site including mean temperature, number of ozone monitors, ozone concentration, and socioeconomic composition of the population.Table 1Descriptive statistics of temperature, ozone concentrations, and population socioeconomic composition in each cityCity\# Counties\# ZCTAsTemp. (F)8-hr max Ozone^a^ (ppb)Socioeconomic Composition\# MonitorsMean (SD)MinMaxIQR% \<12th Grade Mean (SD)% Below Poverty Mean (SDAtlanta2019163.11242.2 (17.3)2.2112526.015.7 (8.10)13.1 (7.84)Dallas1225368.81942.0 (14.6)2.2311819.717.5 (12.1)14.0 (9.75)St. Louis1625657.91840.0 (17.3)0.1511525.415.9 (8.14)12.5 (9.45)^a^ Daily ZCTA-specific concentrations of ambient 8-h maximum ozone. Mean, SD, min., max., and IQR are summarized across days and ZCTAsAbbreviations: % \<12th grade, percentage of the adult population (≥25 years old) with less than a 12th grade education; % below poverty, percentage of households living below the Federal Poverty Line; \#, number; *IQR* interquartile range, *Max* maximum, *Min* minimum, *ppb* parts per billion, *SD* standard deviation; *Temp* average daily mean temperature in degrees Fahrenheit (F); *ZCTA* Zip Code Tabulation Area

Daily mean temperatures during the study period were on average higher in Dallas (68.8 F) compared to Atlanta (63.1 F) and St. Louis (57.9 F). On average, Atlanta and Dallas had slightly greater daily concentrations of ozone across their respective study periods (42.2 and 42.0 ppb) compared to St. Louis (40.0 ppb). With regard to socioeconomic composition, Dallas had the highest mean values of % below poverty (14.0%) and % \<12th grade education (17.5%) across ZCTAs, indicative of lower SES neighborhoods, on average, in Dallas compared to Atlanta and St. Louis. Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Figure S1 presents additional summary statistics and density distribution plots of % \<12th grade, % below poverty, and the NDI for each city. Note NDI values were standardized to mean neighborhood deprivation in each city, hence means of 0 and standard deviations of 1 in each city.

Pediatric respiratory ED visits {#Sec10}
-------------------------------

Our complete ED visit database for respiratory disease among children aged 5--18 years included 211 530 ED visits during the years 2002--2008 in Atlanta, 96 983 ED visits during the years 2006--2008 in Dallas, and 113 285 ED visits during the years 2002--2007 in St. Louis. Due to model convergence issues in the first stage of our analysis, we excluded all ZCTAs that reported fewer than 50 ED counts over their respective study periods. This resulted in the exclusion of 12 ZCTAs in Atlanta, 48 ZCTAs in Dallas, and 105 ZCTAs in St. Louis; these ZCTAs contributed very few ED visits to our overall study and the exclusion of these ZCTAs from analyses resulted in less than 2% of the total number of ED visits from each city to be excluded. Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} presents maps of the included and excluded ZCTAs of the Atlanta, Dallas, and St. Louis study areas. Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} summarizes differences in ED data between our complete ED database and the analytical ED database, restricted to data from ZCTAs with at least 50 ED counts.Fig. 1Study area maps for main analyses. Gray areas represent the ZCTAs included in analyses (≥50 respiratory disease ED visits). Hash mark areas represent excluded ZCTAs (\<50 respiratory disease ED visits). **a** represents the Atlanta study area; **b** represents the Dallas study area; **c** represents the St. Louis study area. Abbreviations: ED, Emergency Department; ZCTA, ZIP Code Tabulation Area Table 2Summary of respiratory ED visits^+^ among 5--18 year-olds in Atlanta, Dallas, and St. LouisComplete ED Database (data from all ZCTAs)Analytical ED Database (data from ZCTAs with ≥50 ED visits)ED visits per ZCTACityNumber of ZCTAsED visit Number^a^Number of ZCTAsED visit Number^b^% of total ED visits^c^MinMeanMaxAtlanta191211 530179211 20799.8%541 1804 883Dallas25396 98320596 10899.1%514692 237St. Louis256113 285151111 94998.8%557415 052^+^primary diagnosis of respiratory disease (ICD-9 codes 460--486,493,786.07)^a^total number of respiratory ED visits from all ZCTAs^b^total number of respiratory ED visits from ZCTAs with ≥ 50 ED visits over the study period of each city^c^'total ED visits' are represented by the ED visit number from the 'Complete ED Database'Abbreviations: *ED* Emergency Department, *ICD-9* International Classification of Diseases, 9th Revision, *Max* maximum, *Min* minimum, *ZCTA* Zip Code Tabulation Area

Epidemiological results: association between ozone and pediatric respiratory disease {#Sec11}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The combined meta-regression, which pooled data from all three cities (535 ZCTAs), and city-specific meta-regressions, which pooled ZCTA-specific data from each city individually (179 ZCTAs in Atlanta; 205 ZCTAs in Dallas; and 151 ZCTAs in St. Louis), produced identical overall associations between ozone and pediatric respiratory disease. Ozone exhibited the strongest overall association with pediatric respiratory disease in Atlanta \[(OR = 1.08 (95% PI = 1.06, 1.11)\], followed by Dallas \[OR = 1.04 (95% PI = 1.01, 1.07)\] and St. Louis (OR = 1.03 (95% PI = 0.99, 1.07)\].

Epidemiological results: effect measure modification {#Sec12}
----------------------------------------------------

### Categorical effect modification {#Sec13}

Categorical ZCTA-level variables were used in Stage 2 of our modeling approach to assess effect measure modification by neighborhood SES (undereducated area, poverty area, \>90th percentile NDI). We did not observe differences in associations between ozone and pediatric respiratory ED visits by undereducated area status when using combined or city-specific models (Fig. [2a](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). However, when assessing other indicators of neighborhood SES, we observed stronger associations between ozone and pediatric respiratory ED visits in poverty areas for all cities in both the combined and city-specific meta-regressions (Fig. [2b](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}) and stronger associations in areas designated as above the 90th percentile of the NDI with the exception of Dallas in city-specific models (Fig. [2c](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). These differences in association between SES strata were not statistically significant; however, associations in low SES groups had very wide posterior intervals resulting from very few ZCTAs designated as extremely low SES (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Table S1).Fig. 2Effect modification by categorical indicators of neighborhood SES using combined and city-specific models. **a**: association between ozone and pediatric respiratory ED visits in undereducated areas (low SES) and non-undereducated areas (high SES). **b**: association between ozone and pediatric respiratory ED visits in poverty areas (low SES) and non-poverty areas (high SES). **c**: association between ozone and pediatric respiratory ED visits in areas above the 90th percentile of the NDI (low SES) and in areas below the 90th percentile (higher SES). Odds ratios and 95% posterior intervals per 25 ppb ozone are presented. Black points and error bars represent ORs and 95% PIs in low SES areas; gray points and bars represent ORs and 95% PIs in areas of higher SES. Undereducated areas: ≥ 25% the adult population (≥25 years old) with less than a 12th grade education. Poverty area: ≥ 20% households living below the Federal Poverty Line. Abbreviations: ED, Emergency Department; NDI, Neighborhood Deprivation Index; SES, socioeconomic status; ZCTA, Zip Code Tabulation Area

### Linear and non-linear effect modification {#Sec14}

For each city, linear and non-linear effect modification by neighborhood SES was evaluated through the use of linear, quadratic, and cubic functions of % \<12th grade education, % below poverty, and the NDI. We present results from combined and city-specific models for estimated ORs across the entire range of neighborhood SES values in each city; interpretations of these results were based on estimated ORs for SES variable values falling between the 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles of neighborhood SES due to data sparseness at the extremes of the SES distributions outside of these bounds.

In combined models, estimated ORs tended to increase with decreasing SES, regardless of the continuous function specified in models (linear, quadratic, cubic); this pattern was observed across all SES indicators and in each city (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). In Atlanta, robust associations between ozone and pediatric respiratory disease were observed regardless of the socioeconomic environment in which children live. In Dallas and St. Louis, significantly positive estimated ORs were only observed in areas that are characterized as low to very low SES (i.e. above approximately 16% below poverty in Dallas and 20% below poverty in St. Louis). However, in many models specified with quadratic or cubic functions of SES we also observed a decrease in the magnitude of estimated ORs at the lowest extremes of the SES distribution (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 3Associations between ozone and pediatric respiratory ED visits by continuous neighborhood SES. Combined meta-regressions were used to examine effect modification of the association between ozone and pediatric respiratory disease by neighborhood SES. Linear, quadratic, and cubic functions of % \<12th grade education (**a**), % below poverty (**b**), and the NDI (**c**) were included in combined meta-regressions to examine linear and non-linear effect modification. Solid black lines represent estimated ORs between ozone and pediatric respiratory disease ED visits by ZCTA-specific values of neighborhood SES. Gray polygons represent 95% PIs of the estimated ORs. Histograms below each plot represent the distribution of ZCTA-specific SES values in each city. Dotted black lines represent the 2.5th and 97.5th percentile values of neighborhood SES in each city. The y-axis scale on the right side of each graph represents the frequency count of ZCTAs. Abbreviations: ED, Emergency Department; NDI, Neighborhood Deprivation Index; OR, odds ratio; PI, Posterior Intervals; SES, socioeconomic status; ZCTA, Zip Code Tabulation Area. Plots adapted from Gaspirrini et al., 2015 \[[@CR53]\]. R code for plots available at <https://github.com/gasparrini/2015_gasparrini_Lancet_Rcodedata> \[[@CR54]\]

In combined models, we found no evidence of linear effect modification by neighborhood SES, but found some evidence of non-linear effect modification. Specifically, the parameter estimate for the cubic function of the NDI was nearly significant at the 0.05 level (*P* = 0.052, 2-tailed) and the estimated mean ORs varied across NDI levels in a non-linear manner (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Note that in combined models, the relative similarity across cities in linear and non-linear patterns of effect modification reflects the underlying assumption that the effect of neighborhood SES on ozone-related respiratory disease is the same in each city. To assess deviation from this assumption, we also fit city-specific models (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Figure S2). In city-specific analyses, patterns of estimated ORs generally reflected those of the combined models, however, some qualitative differences were observed. The differences between combined and city-specific models were primarily observed when comparing the shape of the nonlinear curve from models fit with quadratic functions of neighborhood SES. For example, when combined and city-specific models were fit with quadratic functions of neighborhood SES, estimated ORs in Dallas followed an inverted U-shape across levels of SES that was not observed in the other cities; however, this pattern was much more dramatic in city-specific models compared to the combined model (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} Figure S2).

Although our assessment suggested effect modification by neighborhood SES, inclusion of neighborhood SES in both combined and city-specific models did not substantively explain variability in the unobserved true effect of ozone across ZCTAs as measured by the between-ZCTA heterogeneity parameter, τ (results not shown); these findings imply unexplained heterogeneity across ZCTAs and warrant further inquiry.

### Spatial mapping and risk visualization {#Sec15}

Spatial mapping, in the context of this study, was used to generate hypotheses about spatial influences and assess potential confounding of apparent effect modification by neighborhood SES. To visually and qualitatively explore spatial patterning, we transferred estimated mean ZCTA-specific ORs from combined models that included cubic functions of the NDI (Fig. [3c](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}) onto spatial maps (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). The spatial maps presented in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} reveal possible spatial patterning of the ORs and this mapping exercise allowed us to qualitatively assess commonalities among cities and consider possible alternative modifiers of ozone-related respiratory morbidity. For example, ORs appear stronger in areas clustered near urban centers and along major roadways, suggesting common areas of concern in each city. Based on these observations, in secondary analyses we tested whether ZCTAs that included an interstate highway had significantly stronger associations between ozone and respiratory disease; however, we did not find evidence of effect modification by ZCTAs that included an interstate highway (results not shown). Given how we estimated the spatial distribution of ambient ozone (using a regional transport model to interpolate between observations at regulatory ambient monitor sites) we were limited in our ability to detect effect modification associated with nearness to major roadways.Fig. 4Spatial representation of estimated mean ORs accounting for ZCTA-specific NDI values in each city. In Fig. 4, average ORs between ozone and respiratory disease accounting for ZCTA-specific NDI values were estimated for each ZCTA in Atlanta (**a**), Dallas (**b**), and St. Louis (**c**) using a combined model that included a cubic function of the NDI. Abbreviations: NDI, Neighborhood Deprivation Index; OR, odds ratio; SES, socioeconomic status; ZCTA, ZIP Code Tabulation Area

From our mapping exercise we also observed distinct patterns of clustering in each city (e.g. a cluster of high ORs in southwest St. Louis) that may be influencing patterns of effect modification; these differences may be related to patterns of urban development and socio-demographic clustering unique to each city and future analyses could consider performing cluster analyses.

Discussion {#Sec16}
==========

In this study, we assessed the short-term effects of ozone on respiratory ED visits among children in three US cities. We used a 2-stage Bayesian hierarchical approach to examine modification by neighborhood SES and we used information from three cities to improve the representativeness of our results. Our methodology is similar to previous work in this field, but extends that work in two key ways: (1) we specifically focused our meta-regression on ozone-related respiratory disease in the pediatric population, a subpopulation with known sensitivities; and (2) by pooling effects at the ZCTA-level (instead of the city or county-level as is commonly done \[[@CR34]--[@CR38]\]), we were able to quantitatively and qualitatively (through spatial mapping) assess socioeconomic influences at a finer scale resolution than was done previously. Our findings add new insights, and new questions, to the burgeoning knowledge base on neighborhood socioeconomic modifiers of air pollution-health effects.

In overall analyses we observed statistically significant associations between 3-day average concentrations of ozone and pediatric respiratory disease in Atlanta and Dallas. Associations were non-significant in St. Louis, but were similar in magnitude to observed associations in Dallas. These results and their respective magnitudes of association are in line with our previous findings from these cities \[[@CR18], [@CR29], [@CR33], [@CR40]\] and with work by others on ozone related respiratory disease \[[@CR14], [@CR19], [@CR47], [@CR48]\].

A primary objective of our study was to examine effect modification by neighborhood SES in each city and to evaluate whether patterns of effect modification differed by city. We primarily assessed effect modification through the use of combined meta-regressions that pooled information across ZCTAs in our three cities. By combining information from all ZCTAs we were able to more generally assess the presence of linear and non-linear effect modification across study areas. Another advantage of the combined model approach was greater power to detect effect modification versus city-specific models that had fewer ZCTAs contributing data; however, combined models forced the effect of neighborhood SES on ozone-related respiratory disease to be uniform across all cities. Because neighborhood SES may represent a confluence of extrinsic vulnerability factors and because these factors may differ by city, this is a strong assumption and therefore we also fit city-specific models to assess this assumption. Comparison of results from combined and city-specific models did not yield substantially different interpretations; in fact, patterns of effect modification were largely similar across cities and observed differences could have been due to limited power in city-specific models as well as observed sensitivity of the city-specific models to sparse data at extreme values of neighborhood SES. Therefore, results from combined meta-regressions were used to facilitate interpretations.

In each city, results from combined meta-regressions fit with categorical SES indicators suggested stronger associations between ozone and pediatric respiratory disease in neighborhoods characterized as poverty areas and in neighborhoods above 90th percentile values of the NDI. However, differences between groups were not statistically significant due to wide posterior intervals. Similar patterns were found in Atlanta and St. Louis in previous studies that examined neighborhood SES as a modifier of associations between air pollution and pediatric asthma \[[@CR18], [@CR27], [@CR49]\]. When using undereducated area (yes/no) to indicate SES we did not observe differences between strata, suggesting that observed effect modification depended on the way in which neighborhood SES is measured.

In combined meta-regressions fit with continuous values of neighborhood SES, we found some evidence of non-linear patterns of effect modification across levels of SES, particularly for the NDI; overall, these results reflected those observed with categorical indicators of SES in that ORs tended to increase with decreasing neighborhood SES. Our investigation of modification by continuous SES also resulted in the following key observations: (1) we observed robust associations between ozone and pediatric respiratory disease in Atlanta regardless of the socioeconomic environment in which children live (i.e. nearly all ZCTA-specific ORs were significantly positive between the 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles of neighborhood SES). However, in both Dallas and St. Louis, significantly positive associations between ozone and pediatric respiratory disease were only observed in areas that are characterized as low to very low SES (i.e. between the 75th and 95th percentile of neighborhood SES); and (2) in some analyses we observed weak associations in the lowest SES neighborhoods \[i.e., neighborhoods at or above the 95th percentile of % below poverty (the extreme right-tail of the SES distribution)\].

Non-linear effect modification by continuous neighborhood SES has not been examined previously and findings from this study add to the knowledge base on neighborhood SES as a modifier of air pollution-respiratory disease associations among children. While stronger associations between ozone and respiratory disease have been consistently observed in children compared to adults, \[[@CR2], [@CR14], [@CR33]\] the evidence on extrinsic factors (e.g. low socioeconomic status) and their potential to modify ozone-health associations is limited. A recent systematic review by Vinikoor-Imler et al. designates the weight of evidence, regarding neighborhood SES as a modifier as suggestive only, citing "inconsistencies within a discipline" or "lack of coherence across disciplines" as reasons for not being able to make more definitive inferences \[[@CR2]\]. Our results suggest potential non-linearity in effect modification, different patterns of effect modification depending on choice of neighborhood SES indicator, and possible spatial patterning of risk. The non-linear patterns and different findings with different SES indicators may account for some of the inconsistencies observed in the studies reviewed by Vinikoor-Imler et al.

Our results also raise additional questions worthy of investigation. For example, why are mean ZCTA-specific ORs weak in the lowest SES neighborhoods? These observations are in stark contrast with our intuition and belief that children from impoverished neighborhoods would be more vulnerable to the respiratory effects of ozone, compared to children living in wealthy neighborhoods. Our study is not designed to answer this question directly, but one possible reason for this observation may be that children living in wealthier neighborhoods have few component causes of air pollution-health effects; therefore, ozone has a substantial relative influence (i.e. a large piece of the 'causal pie') on air pollution-health associations \[[@CR50]\]. Whereas children in living in lower SES neighborhoods may have a multitude of exposures that could exacerbate respiratory disease, and ozone is only one of many factors (i.e. exposure to ozone constitutes a small piece of the 'causal pie').

Another plausible reason for having observed weaker associations in low SES populations may be due to our use of multiplicative models and the mathematical scale of effect measures. While multiplicative models are used in the vast majority of air pollution-health studies, \[[@CR3], [@CR51]\] the true nature of the effect of ozone on ED visits may be additive. In our own data, we observed a marked increase in ED rates from high SES to low SES in each city and for each SES indicator (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Assuming additive effects, low baseline risk could explain stronger relative effects of ozone in the highest SES populations and apparent weaker relative effects in the lowest SES populations \[[@CR10], [@CR27]\]. However, in many analyses we observed strong, positive associations in low SES areas, which may reflect supra-additive effects of SES and ozone \[[@CR27]\]. While there are methods for estimating additive interaction based on results of multiplicative models (e.g. the Relative Excess Risk due to Interaction (RERI) and the Synergy Index), these methods cannot be straightforwardly applied to our models, and the validity of applying these methods to models with multiple covariates and a continuous exposure is uncertain.Fig. 5Annual mean ED visit rates by neighborhood SES for each ZCTA in each city. Respiratory disease ED rates are reported per 1000 children (5--18 years old) and were calculated for each ZCTA by dividing the annual total number of respiratory disease ED visits by annual estimates of the 5--18 year old population for each year in the study period. Annual ED Rates were then averaged over the study period of each city. ED visit rates for each ZCTA are represented by the "+" symbol and shown in **a** by percentage (%) of the adult population (≥25 years old) with less than a 12th grade education (% \< 12th grade), in **b** by % of households living below the federal poverty line (% below poverty), and in **c** by the Neighborhood Deprivation Index (NDI). The solid black line represents local polynomial regression using weighted least squares to fit a line through the data. The dotted gray lines represent the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd quartile values of each SES indicator. In each panel and city, neighborhood SES decreases from left to right. Abbreviations: ED, Emergency Department; NDI, Neighborhood Deprivation Index; RDAS, respiratory disease ED visits; SES, socioeconomic status; ZCTA, ZIP Code Tabulation Area

Another potential factor influencing observed associations is complex spatial patterning of respiratory disease risk and socioeconomic status. Our modeling approach enabled us to qualitatively assess similarities and differences in spatial patterning of ozone-health associations across cities by transferring estimated ZCTA-specific ORs onto a spatial canvas to visualize locations of low- and high-risk areas. Findings from this qualitative assessment show that spatial influences are apparent in each city. The observed clustering of health risk and spatial patterning unique to each city may partially account for the patterns of effect modification observed. Future studies can use a similar mapping approach with cluster analysis to assess the degree to which urban development and socio-demographic clustering influence air pollution-health effects.

In our study, inclusion of neighborhood SES in models did not explain heterogeneity in ozone-related pediatric respiratory disease across ZCTAs. There are several limitations that could have contributed to this observation. First, by assessing neighborhood SES effects at the ZCTA level, we assumed that ZCTA boundaries are relevant socioeconomic environments with regards to air pollution vulnerability. However, previous studies using similar methods have only assessed city or county-level effects; \[[@CR34]--[@CR38]\] given that neighborhood SES often varies over smaller spatial scales than counties, our approach, which assessed neighborhood effects at the ZCTA-level, is an improvement over these previous studies. Second, we used neighborhood SES values that were averaged across the study periods to evaluate effect modification of ozone-health associations. While these averages accounted for any shifts in socioeconomic composition that may have occurred during the respective study periods of our three cities, use of these averages in epidemiologic analyses assumed that the SES of all ZCTAs were constant. Due to Dallas' relatively short study period, we expect this type of exposure misclassification to be less of an issue for Dallas than Atlanta or St. Louis. Third, in our case-crossover models (Stage 1 analyses) we did not include control for other pollutants known to influence respiratory outcomes (e.g. nitrogen dioxide and fine particulate matter). Therefore, our estimated ORs for ozone could include some effects of correlated pollutants. Our decision to only examine health associations with exposure to ozone was based on the fact that ozone is a spatially homogeneous pollutant. In the multi-city context, we were concerned that exposure measurement error might differ in each city due to spatial variation of pollutants within cities. By examining only associations with ozone, we hoped to minimize the effect of such differential exposure measurement error. Nevertheless, we recognize that the associations between ozone and other pollutants could also differ across cities. Finally, although we have large numbers of daily ED visits within each city, power to detect effect modification by socioeconomic factors may have been limited.

Conclusion {#Sec17}
==========

It is well established that ozone is a potent oxidizer and highly toxic to the epithelial cells of the entire respiratory tract. In toxicological studies, acute exposures to ozone induce transient physiological and biochemical changes while chronic exposures lead to cumulative damage or permanent decreases in airway function \[[@CR52]\]. Continued efforts to better identify individual- and population-level vulnerabilities, while producing generalizable findings, are imperative.

Our findings suggest that neighborhood-level SES is a factor contributing short-term vulnerability to ozone-related pediatric respiratory morbidity in Atlanta, Dallas, and St. Louis. While nuanced relationships between neighborhood SES and ozone-respiratory health were observed in each city, overall findings were largely generalizable. Synthesizing our results from combined meta-regressions and taking into account the high baseline risk in low SES populations (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}), we conclude that children living in low SES environments in Atlanta, Dallas, and St. Louis suffer from a higher burden of respiratory disease due to ozone compared to their counterparts living in wealthier SES neighborhoods.
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